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“Stay in control using any
smarthphone, tablet or Web browser” 

“Smooth and user-friendly
navigation at your finger tips! “



ATRIUM Integrated Access Control System offers you a complete access 

control solution. ATRIUM is geared to perform and gives you a level of 

flexibility and highest security encryption never seen in 

the industry.

Enhance security by eliminating the need for keys, which are easily 

lost or duplicated and disappear when terminated employees fail to 

return them. Access cards can be disabled instantly, or tagged with “lost”, 

“stolen” or “invalid” status.

Access privileges can be modified on-line in real-time without issuing 

new cards. Visitors can be granted access privileges in seconds, for 

temporary access situations. Enhanced supervision, track 

specific individuals, and get daily reports on their movements. Monitor 

traffic in highly sensitive areas for maximum security.

ATRIUM grows with you as the needs of your facility evolve, 

ATRIUM can easily be expanded to conquer any access control challenge.



@Email Notification

Camera Integration

Lockdown Feature

Informative Reports

ATRIUM can automatically send an e-mail based on any events 
(access violation, door forced open, alarm, etc.) reinforcing your 
site’s security.

ATRIUM can associate a specific access control event with a video 
recording and lets you playback up to 30 seconds before and after 
that event. It also lets you capture a video image (frame) during the 
playback or live camera viewing.

ATRIUM report enables you to print detailed reports of your 
company activities. Track the accesses of a specific employee, verify 
who accessed a specific door at a precise date and time.

The safety of students, colleagues and friends is a priority during 
an armed attack. Be safe with ATRIUM’s “Lockdown” feature by  
locking all doors at once. Authorized persons can be permitted to 
access the premises during the lockdown and confirm that an area 
is secure. All lockdown events are displayed in real time from your 
ATRIUM software, a web browser or your smartphone.



CDVI proximity card readers are recognized worldwide, having won 
several awards for their innovative design. CDVI has a full and varied 

range of proximity card readers to meet all of your needs. This includes mini, 

mullion, vandal-resistant and card reader/keypad combinations.

Fingerprint readers, wireless transmitters and many other security devices 

can be manage provide you the flexibility and performance that you 

expect. The ATRIUM system can scale to the needs and ever-changing 

environment of your business.

AS AWARDED BY THE CHICAGO ATHENAEUM:
MUSEUM OF ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN.



c d v i . c a

CDVI has established itself as the unchallenged industry leader in the 

design and development of access control systems. With over 30 years in 

the market, CDVI is redefining the possibilities of access control technology.

With it’s total focus on complete customer satisfaction, CDVI is setting new 

standards of user-friendliness, and meeting the challenge of harnessing the 

very best that technology has to offer, at an affordable price.


